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Build Your Kingdom!
The ancient civilizations of humanity are forgotten. 
Nature has reclaimed the world. Now is the Age of 
 Animals. The Wild-lands stand unknown. . .  unsettled. . . 
but with the dangerous and untamed, also comes 
beauty and  wonder. The stunning vista of the Realms  
is yours to discover! Search out the Four Realms—the 
refreshing winds of Air, the lush forests of Land, the 
rushing waves of Water and the burning chasms of  
Fire. Quest with  Animal allies into these untamed 
 places and establish a new Kingdom of Animals  

within the Wild Realms!

Overview
Wild Realms is a 1-4 (solo mode–pg.19) player adventure card 
game,  featuring animals from around the world. In the game, 
you will explore The Wild, searching for unique  animals to join 
your Alliance and help you discover the four Wild Realms—
Land, Water, Air and Fire. The first player to collect 
and lock all four realms wins the game!

Rules & How To Play Video
For a How To Play video and 

current updated documentation, 
scan this QR code or go to 

www.DaywalkerSyndicate.com/wild

Important Note
We HIGHLY recommend that you carefully read through the 

entire rule book before beginning your first play.



THE COMPONENTS

Something Missing? 
We work hard to make sure all games arrive 
with everything  needed to play the game 
and have fun. However sometimes things 
happen. If you have any issue with  damaged 
or missing components, please contact us 
immediately at DaywalkerSyndicate.com.

Watch OUT 
For The Angry
Chameleon!
Well, he’s not really angry just  
very  serious about the rules of  
the game. Most of the time he hides, 
until important info comes along. 
When you see him, read very care-
fully. It’s no fun to find out halfway 
through that you are playing the 
game wrong!

In The Box
• 4x Player Decks 
   (62 cards each) 
Each deck is comprised of: 
 • 50x Animal Cards 
 • 8x Realm Cards 
 • 4x Unleash a Legendary Cards 
The back of each deck features 
one of the Four Realm colors (Blue, 
Gold, Red, Green) and an Animal 
Insignia.

• 12x Legendary 
 Beasts Cards
• 3x 12-Sided Dice
• 4x Player Boards
• 1 Rulebook
• 4 Player Aids
• 10x Into Wild Cards (Solo)
• 22x The Wild Cards (Solo)



Realms
Realms are the 
animals’ habitats 
and the  foundational 
 element of Wild 
Realms. The four 
realms in the game 
are: Land, Water, Air, and Fire.  
Winning the game revolves around 
 utilizing your Animal Allies to defend 
and lock your Realms.

You can only have one of each type  
in play at any given time. You may 
play up to 5 animals into each of your 
realms. These animals can be from any class 
initially, but to lock a realm, you will need one from 
each class, and one of those five must also be a  leader. 
(Classes and locking realms will be explained later.)

Alliance
Your alliance is a coalition of animals that will help you on your quest. You can have 
up to 5 animals in your alliance at any given time. These animals may be from any 
class, but to attack an opponent, one must be a leader.

4
Player Board
Each player will have their own 
 player board in front of them,  divided 
into four sections–deck, discard, 
realms, and alliance. Your realms and 
 alliance make up your kingdom. This 
is where realms are discovered and 
 defended, and the collected alliance of  
animals gathers.

Target opponen
t discards

two cards from
 their Hand

ROLL

1x3

2
AmphibianDart Frog

Here is where you will find 
Realms. A realm is Unlocked if  
it has defenders on top of it. If  
a slot has a Realm Card on top  
of a stack, it is Locked.

Here is the Alliance row. 
It holds a maximum of 5 
Animals and can only be 
attacked by a Leader.
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O
A
R
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The Player 
Board and the 

Player Deck are 
a set, they are 
both themed 
in Icon, Color 
and Animal In-
signia to match 

each other.

FIRE
R E A L M
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Player Decks
Each player receives their own 62-card deck during  
the setup of the game. Each deck is themed around one 
of the Four Realms (Air, Land, Water, Fire) by color and 
central animal insignia. Players are free to pick their deck 
by favorite color or animal icon as all decks contain the 
same cards. Only the backs differ.

The following are the three types of cards you  
will find in your deck:

Animals—50 cards/deck
The most prolific card type in the Player Deck. An animal’s icons 
show their  native Realm, Group, as well as if they are a Leader. Also, 
every animal has its own unique instructions for attacking.

Realms—8 cards/deck
Realms represent the exotic lands, oceans and skies of Wild Realms. 
 Every animal in the game comes from its  native Realm  
designated by the  symbol at the bottom of its card.

May +1/-1 to any single
rolled Value

ROLL
1x3

10
Elephant
Bush Elephant

Unleash a Legendary—4 cards/deck
These cards allow a player to “summon” a Legendary Beast and 
“unleash” its powerful effect on the game. Multiple of these may be 
played in a single turn.

Legendary Deck
There is only one Legendary Deck (center of table). Legendaries are never added to 
your Hand and their effect always plays immediately. Although, some effects result in 

a timed action/result.

Although Legendaries are animals, they are very different from normal 
animals from your deck. In game, Legendaries are rare and can profoundly 
affect the state of play. Some bestow bountiful benefits, while others may 

brutally devastate players’ kingdoms.

Draw & Play one card fromthe Legendary Deck

Draw & Play one card fromthe Legendary Deck



Draw two cards—place Animals
in Kingdom, discard all others

ROLL
1x3

12
Canine
Gray WolfAnimal Cards

Animals are  the main  characters 
of Wild Realms. Players will use 
 animal cards to defend & lock 
realms and to attack opponents.  
Player decks are mainly comprised 
of 50 animal cards. Here is what 
key information you will find on the 
 Animal cards (and where 
it  appears):
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Attack Instructions—Composed of 
two halves (Roll Attack and  Special 
Ability), explicitly states how to 
 attack with the animal.

• Roll Attack Icon 
The first number (on the 
 silhouettes) is how many dice 
to roll, the second is how many 
times to roll them. The “Do Not” 
 symbol denotes—no roll attack.

• Special Ability Text 
A class-based “power” that 
is executed as written. Any 
 conflicts with core rules are 
resovled in favor of the  
special ability.

Realm Icon—This icon denotes what 
realm an animal can attack.

Animal Name—A “common” 
(non-scientific) name for the 
animal.
Group—Each animal belongs 
to a “family” group. The group 
name is printed just below the 
common name in the top, left 
corner. 
Class Icon—Represents the 
type of special ability it will have. 
There are five classes:

•	 Growth—Allows more card 
draws or card “resurrection”

•	 Adapt—Modifies dice values 
or animal placement

•	 Lethal—Bypasses dice roll-
ing for aggressive, targeted 
removal of opponent’s cards

•	 Swarm—Allows multi- 
attacks and “spread” attacks

•	 Decay—Depletes an  
opponent’s resources

Strike Value—This number 
(from 1 to 12) represents the 
number a player must roll to 
“strike” the animal when attack-
ing.
Leader Icon—Must have a 
Leader in your Realm to lock 
it. Also, one in your Alliance to 
attack. There are 10 leaders in 
your deck.
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Setting Up the Game
1. Shuffle the Legendary Beasts deck and set it onto the middle of the table.

2. Give each player their own Player Board and matching (by color/icon) 
Player Deck.  Shuffle the Unleash a Legendary Beast cards into your deck, in 
the quantities: 

   • 2 cards for 4 players 
   • 3 cards for 3 players 
   • 4 cards for 2 players

3. Each player searches their deck for a Realm Card that marches their Player 
Board and the back of their cards. They place this Realm onto the matching 
slot in the Realm Area (along the top) of their Player Board. This is the start 
of their Kingdom. (See below for example.)

4. Each player shuffles their deck and  places it face down onto the deck slot 
on their  Player Board; then draws 5 cards to form their starting hand.

5. The player who most recently has petted an  animal goes first. Alternately, 
each player rolls a die and lowest number goes first.

Each player starts with 
a Realm that matches 
the theme of their board. 
In this case, the  Volcano 
(a Fire Realm) is slid into 
the Fire Realm slot on 
the Fire Realm Themed 
 Player Board.



How To Play
Once the game begins, each player takes their turn and passes the 
dice to the next player on their left. Each player’s turn consists of four 
phases. The first three phases are optional, but any phases played 
must be completed in the given order. The four phases are:

1. Uleash a Legendary (optional; details page 9)
2. Play Cards (optional; details page 10)
3. Attack (optional; details page 11)
4. Wrap-Up (details page 13)

Before You Begin
Here are a few key things (beyond your turn phases) that you 
should know before you begin your first game.

• Play begins with the starting player and continues clockwise 
around the table.

• When a player has collected and locked all four realms, the 
game ends immediately.

• No one may attack in the first round of play.
• We recommend that you discard cards during the Wrap-Up 

phase of your turn. However, you may at any time (any phase) 
during your turn discard any number of cards from your hand or 
kingdom. No cards may be drawn to replace them.

8



To play a Legendary:
1. At the beginning of your turn 

(if you have an “Unleash  
a  Legendary Beast” card), 
 declare your intention to call a 
 Legendary, then discard your 
“Unleash” card.

2. Draw a Legendary Beast card 
from the Legendary Deck (cen-
ter of the table), show it to the 
other players, then read it aloud.

3. Every Legendary Beast has two 
effects (abilities). Declare which 
(of the two) you will use.

4. If the action is immediate, follow 
the instructions then discard 
to the Legendary discard pile 
(next to the Legendary deck). 
If the action lasts for a certain 
duration or has other special 
(usually timing based) circum-
stances, place the card in front 
of your kingdom, until the start 
of your next turn or when the 
special circumstances occur.

PHASE 1
Unleash a Legendary
If you hold an “Unleash a Legendary Beast” card, you may play it 
now. You may play more than one, if you so choose, during the same 
turn during this phase.

While legal, this phase is not  
recommended on the 1st round.

Draw & Play one card from
the Legendary Deck

All Players draw & discard, until a Leader is found; Add Leader to Hand

Ignore Realm type for all attacks this turn



Add	an	Animal	to	Your	Alliance	
Place an animal from your hand into an 
open “slot” in your alliance. There can 
only be a maximum of 5 Animals in your 
Alliance at a time.

Add	an	Animal	to	a	Realm	
If there is a Realm in your Kingdom 
with less than 5 defending Animals, you 
may place more Animals into it, until 
there are a maximum of 5 defenders. All 
animals can be placed in any Realm.

Add	Realms	to	Your	Kingdom	
Place a Realm(s) into any open “slot” of 
matching type in your Realm row at the 
top of your Player Board. (Must place at 
least one defender, from your hand, on 
it at the same time. If not, you cannot 
play the Realm this turn.)

Target opponent discards three (or all, if less 
than three) Animals from their Alliance

ROLL
1x3

5
Reptile
Mugger Crocodile

PHASE 2
Play Cards
In this phase, you may do any (or all) of the following actions as many 
times as you can in any order. 

Reminder: You may discard any number  
of cards at any time, from hand or your  
Kingdom. When discarding in this way,  
do not draw new cards to replace them.

10



PHASE 3
Attack: 3 Modes 
During this phase, you may attack an opponent  
in the following ways:

1.	 Attack	an	Unlocked	Realm 
(Requires a Leader in your Alliance) 
Declare the Animal (from your  Alliance) you wish to attack with 
and the target Kingdom & Realm. Remember, the Animal may 
only attack its native Realm type (found on the bottom of the 
 animal card and top of the realm card). 
 

For the attack, do what the Roll Attack Icon and  Special Ability 
text says. Special ability text overrules any conflicts with basic 
rules. If rolled value, “hits”  (matches) target Animal’s Strike Value, 
opponent must discard it. If more than one “hits”, attacker chooses 
one of the  values. 
 

Regardless of outcome, discard attacking Animal. You may   
repeat as many times as you have Animals (and a Leader)  
in your  Alliance.

2.	 Attack	an	Alliance 
(Requires a Leader in your Alliance) 
You may ONLY attack an opponent’s Alliance, with a Leader (from 
your Alliance). Declare target Alliance.  Ignore the Attack Roll Icon 
and Special Ability Text,  instead roll three dice. All three rolled 
values that match Alliance Animals’ Strike Values “hit” and those 
Animals are discarded. Discard attacking Leader. 

3.	 Attack	in	a	Realm	Battle 
(Requires that you have a Locked Realm) 
Declare the Locked Realm you are going to use in the Duel, and 
your opponent’s Locked Realm that you are targeting.
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Realm Battles may only be done once per 
turn. Follow these steps:

1. Declare the opponent & locked realm you want to 
battle. You and your opponent must each have 
at least one locked realm, or the duel cannot 
take place.

2. Put the realm card from the top of each locked 
realm to the side of its respective realm pile. 
NOTE: A realm card is placed on top of the pile 
when a realm is locked. Locking realms is ex-
plained on the next page.

3. Each player rolls one die to see who wins the 
face-off between the first two animals. The play-
er with the lower roll loses that round and must 
flip their defeated animal face-down onto their 
realm card.

4. Repeat the previous step until one player  
has lost ALL their defenders. This player has  
been defeated.

5. The winner of the duel chooses to either:

• Steal the opponent’s locked realm. *To do this, 
the winner cannot already have a locked realm 
of the same type. If they have an unlocked 
realm of the given type, they must discard that 
realm and its defenders to obtain the locked 
realm they won.

• Force the opponent to discard their Locked 
Realm—including all of that Realm’s defenders.

Realm
Battles!



PHASE 4 (LAST PHASE)
Wrap-Up 
In this final phase, move animals around your Kingdom for 
 maximum value, lock realms and draw cards in preparation for 
the next turn.

In this final phase you may:
•	 Move	Animals	around	your	Kingdom 

You may “travel” (move) Animal cards from Realm-to-Realm, 
Realm-to-Alliance, or Alliance-to-Realm. There is no limit to 
how many Animals you move (or how many times), EXCEPT 
for the maximum occupancy limit of 5 Animals for Realms 
and Alliances. You may “swap” Animals between areas (as 
described above), even if there is no open space, as long as 
you don’t exceed the limit at the end of this phase.

•	 Lock	Realms

•	 Discard	as	many	Animals	from	your	Hand	or		Kingdom,	
as	you	like.

•	 Draw	into/Discard	from	Hand	until	you	hold	five	cards.	
If you draw a Realm that you have already locked, you may 
discard it and draw another card.

•	 Declare	your	turn	ended	and		
pass	the	dice	to	the	next		
player	(clockwise).

Winning The Game
The first player to lock all four realms— 
Land, Air, Water, Fire—immediately 
(regardless of turn) wins the game!



Locking a realm is simple, and the first player to lock all four realms 
in their kingdom wins the game.

To lock a realm:
1. You must have 5 animals (one of each class—Growth, Decay, Adapt, 

Swarm, Lethal) on the realm, and one must be a Leader.
2. Collect the cards into a stack with the Realm card on top.
3. Place locked Realm back into its “slot”.

This Land Realm can now be locked. 
It has all 5 Classes and the Fire Ant 
is a Leader (crown icon). Stack it into 
a 6-card deck with the Realm on top. 
Place it back into the “slot.” It’s locked!

If attack fails—discard a random card
from opponent’s hand

ROLL
1x3

4
Reptile
Crested Lizard

Discard all Crustaceans from
all Realms in target Kingdom

DON’T
ROLL

8
Bird
Blue Heron

Choose an Animal from your Discard
and place in Realm or Alliance

ROLL
1x3

4
Horse
Plains Zebra

Use Strike Values of every Animal 
in your Alliance for your attack

DON’T
ROLL

1
Insect
Fire Ant

Attack affects all Realms
in target Kingdom

ROLL
1x2

3
Fish
Spotted Trout

Animals can defend and lock any 
Realm, not just their native Realm 
(designated by the Realm Icon at the 

bottom of their card).

The animal classes you need 
to lock a realm are listed on 
your Player Board.

LOCK ALL 
4 REALMS 
TO WIN

=FIRE WATER

LANDAIR

YOUR KINDGOM

14

Locking
Realms



Key Facts & Rules to Remember
Through playtesting, we discovered some facts and rules that are 
easily overlooked. Here they are again and in a nice convenient list 
for your  reference during a game.

1. Leaders are needed to attack an Unlocked Realm  
or an Alliance. 
You must have at least one Leader in your Alliance to allow the rest of 
your Alliance members to attack. The only exception is the Realm Battle, 
which does not involve your Alliance.

2. Only Leaders can attack an Alliance. 
Leaders are the only Animal that can attack an opponent’s Alliance 
directly. Its attack instructions are ignored and three 12-sided dice are 
rolled. All three values “strike” the Alliance. For example, if you roll a “2, 
5, 10” then any and all Animals in the target Alliance with a “2, 5 or 10” 
Strike Value are discarded.

3. After an Animal attacks, it is discarded. 
The only exception would be if an Animal’s special ability over-rides this 
base rule. (i.e.–Bali Tiger attacks and then is returned to your hand.)

4. Other than round one, a Realm can never be  
without defenders. 
If at any time (except round one) a realm is without any defenders, 
you must discard it. In case it is not self-evident, this does not include 
while you are physically in the act of moving Animal cards around your 
 Kingdom during Phase 4.

5. The number 5 is a critical number in Wild Realms.	
There can never be more than 5 Defenders on a Realm. There can  never 
be more than 5 Animals in your Alliance. Lastly, unless allowed by a 
 special ability or Legendary effect, you can never end a turn with more 
than 5 cards in your hand.

6. Wrap-Up is the only required phase.	
If you so wish, you could skip all phases—Unleash, Play Cards, Attack— 
except Wrap-Up, to legally complete your turn.

7. Any animal may defend any Realm type. 
An animal’s native realm type (see its Realm Icon at bottom of card) 
 designates what realm type it can attack. Realm type has nothing to do 
with which animals can defend a Realm.



Phase 1: Unleash a Legendary Beast
A player will take their turn in four phases. 
The first phase is to Unleash a Legendary 
Beast. This phase is voluntary, so our player 
opts to hold this card for the next turn when 
it will have a better chance of having an 
effect on gameplay.

 
Draw a card—if Animal, use its Strike Value
as a fourth attack Value, then discard;

if not, add to Hand

ROLL
1x3

5
Feline
Eurasian Lynx

Draw & Play one card from
the Legendary Deck

Draw two cards—place Animalsin Kingdom, discard all others

ROLL
1x

3

12Canine
Gray Wolf

Player will hold the Unleash 
card to play it next turn

HOLD
UNTIL
NEXT
TURN

PH
A
SE

 1

Draw & Play one card from
the Legendary Deck

Draw two cards—place Animals
in Kingdom, discard all others

ROLL
1x3

12
Canine
Gray Wolf

 
Draw a card—if Animal, use its Strike Value
as a fourth attack Value, then discard;

if not, add to Hand

ROLL
1x3

5
Feline
Eurasian Lynx

Phase 2: Play Cards
Next phase is Playing Cards, so our player 
chooses to play three of their cards—Wolf, 
Lynx and Fire Realm. Since our Player can’t 
have more than one Realm of the same type 
in play together, the second Land Realm is 
held for now. If so desired, it can be discard-
ed later.

Draw two cards—place Animalsin Kingdom, discard all others

ROLL
1x

3

12Canine
Gray Wolf

HOLD
FOR
NOW

 
Draw a card—if Animal, use its Strike Value
as a fourth attack Value, then discard;

if not, add to Hand

ROLL
1x3

5
Feline
Eurasian Lynx

PH
A
SE

 2

Draw & Play one card fromthe Legendary Deck

Discard all Insects and Birds 
from target Realm

DON’T
ROLL

3
Bird
Screech Owl

You may immediately move Animals
within your Kingdom

ROLL
1x3

12
Mollusk
Smoothskin Octopus

If attack fails—discard a ra
ndom card

from opponent’s hand

ROLL
1x3

4
Reptile
Crested Lizard

Draw two cards—place Animals
in Kingdom, discard all others

ROLL
1x3

12
Canine
Gray Wolf

 
Draw a card—if Animal, use its Strike Value
as a fourth attack Value, then discard;

if not, add to Hand

ROLL
1x3

5
Feline
Eurasian Lynx

Phase 3: Attacking
Not allowed in the first round of the game.
Phase 4: Wrap-Up
Our player desides not to move any ani-
mals and keep both remaining cards—Land 
Realm and Unleash. The only thing left is 
to draw three new cards, so that the turn is 
ended with 5 cards in hand.

PH
A
SE

S 
3 
&
 4

Round 1: 
Allies & Realms
The first round is all about  
defending your starting realm, 
while also discovering new 
realms and recruiting to your 
animal Alliance. It is a good time 
to familiarize yourself with your 
animals’ Special Abilities.

Important: Round 1 is the only 
round in which attacking is not 
allowed. As such, Round 1  
usually plays quickly.

An Example Turn
This example is to help visualize what a player might do on their first two turns. 
We will run through part of an imaginary game with the player’s “thoughts” to 
guide us.

16



If attack fails—discard a random card
from opponent’s hand

ROLL
1x3

4
Reptile
Crested Lizard

Draw two cards—place Animals
in Kingdom, discard all others

ROLL
1x3

12
Canine
Gray Wolf

 
Draw a card—if Animal, use its Strike Value
as a fourth attack Value, then discard;

if not, add to Hand

ROLL
1x 3

5 Feline Eurasian Lynx

 
Draw a card—if Animal, use its Strike Value
as a fourth attack Value, then discard;

if not, add to Hand

ROLL
1x3

5
Feline
Eurasian Lynx

You may immediately move Animals
within your Kingdom

ROLL
1x3

12
Mollusk
Smoothskin Octopus

Discard all Insects and Birds 
from target Realm

DON’T
ROLL

3
Bird
Screech Owl

Phase 3: Attacking
Our player has a Leader (Screech Owl) in their Alliance, 
so declares an attack with Crested Lizard (can attack Fire 
Realm) against opponent’s unlocked Fire Realm. We roll three 
dice (see Attack Roll Icon) and the numbers are 2, 6, 12. Two 
numbers (2 & 12) match target defenders’ strike values. Only 
one can be chosen. We choose 12 because Redtail Hawk 
is a Leader—opponent discards Hawk and two cards from 
their Hand (see special ability text). Our Lizard is discarded— 
ending our attack. We could attack the opponent’s unlocked 
Water Realm with Octopus, but we do not.

DICE ROLL =  2, 6, 12

Draw & Play one card fromthe Legendary Deck

If attack fails—discard a random card
from opponent’s hand

ROLL
1x3

4
Reptile
Crested Lizard

If attack fails—discard a random card
from opponent’s hand

ROLL
1x3

4
Reptile
Crested Lizard

PH
A
SE

 3

Phase 4: Wrap-Up
Our player desides to dicard the extra 
Land Realm and move the Screech 
Owl to the Unlocked Land Realm on 
the board. Finally, to end the turn, they 
draw four cards to bring their Hand 
back up to 5 cards per the rules. Play 
passes to the next player.

Draw two cards—place Animals
in Kingdom, discard all others

ROLL
1x3

12
Canine
Gray Wolf

 
Draw a card—if Animal, use its Strike Value
as a fourth attack Value, then discard;

if not, add to Hand

ROLL
1x3

5
Feline
Eurasian Lynx

PH
A
SE

S 
4

If attack fails—discard a random card
from opponent’s hand

ROLL
1x3

4
Reptile
Crested Lizard

You may immediately move Animals
within your Kingdom

ROLL
1x3

12
Mollusk
Smoothskin Octopus

Discard all Insects and Birds 
from target Realm

DON’T
ROLL

3
Bird
Screech Owl

Draw & Play one card fromthe Legendary Deck

Target opponent discards three (or all, if less than three) Animals from their Alliance

ROLL
1x3

5Reptile
Mugger Crocodile

Discard top three cards of
target opponent’s Deck

ROLL
1x3

9
Fish
Largemouth Bass

Discard a random card from
target opponent’s Hand

ROLL
1x3

1
Insect
Pill Bug

PH
A
SE

 1 
&
 2

Phase 1: Unleash
Our player chooses to hold the 
 “Unleash” card again this turn. They 
will probably play it on the next round, 
once opponents have more realms 
and animals in their kingdoms.
Phase 2: Play Cards
Our player plays all three Animals 
from their hand into their Alliance. 
This fills the first three of the five 
 available slots.

Draw two cards—place Animals
in Kingdom, discard all others

ROLL
1x3

12
Canine
Gray Wolf

 
Draw a card—if Animal, use its Strike Value
as a fourth attack Value, then discard;

if not, add to Hand

ROLL
1x3

5
Feline
Eurasian Lynx

If attack fails—discard a random card
from opponent’s hand

ROLL
1x3

4
Reptile
Crested Lizard

You may immediately move Animals
within your Kingdom

ROLL
1x3

12
Mollusk
Smoothskin Octopus

Discard all Insects and Birds 
from target Realm

DON’T
ROLL

3
Bird
Screech Owl

Discard all Insects and Birds 
from target Realm

DON’T
ROLL

3
Bird
Screech Owl

You may immediately move Animals
within your Kingdom

ROLL
1x3

12
Mollusk
Smoothskin Octopus

If attack fails—discard a ra
ndom card

from opponent’s hand

ROLL
1x3

4
Reptile
Crested Lizard

An Example Turn (Cont.)
Here in Round 2 of our imaginary game, our Player may now attack their 
opponents. In Phase 3, look for the alternate attacking scenario, which demon-
strates another path by which our Player could attack.

Round 2: 
Attacking
In your second round, attacks 
are legal and legendary cards 
will likely begin to be played. The 
game settles into its rhythm and 
options begin leading to strategic 
thinking.

Important: This example explores 
a specific path of logic, but there 
are other available paths we could 
have taken, particularly in Phase 3 
when attacking.



Hooray! You’re ready to 
play multiplayer.

This concludes our example start of the game 
to help you get to know Wild Realms and its 
rules. We hope that you enjoy the game!
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Solo Mode
Although the goal of the game is the same as multiplayer, the 
 components and rules are varied to form a unique play experience.
To win, you must lock all 4 realms (locking is described in the 
 multiplayer rules) by the end of the game. The game ends when  
(a) you have drawn the last card from your deck, (b) your final hand 
has been played and (c) the “In 
The Wild” cards have resolved 
all of their effects.

Set-Up
1. Shuffle the “Land” (Lion 

Icon) player deck and 
place it onto the Land play-
er board’s “Deck” slot.

2. Shuffle the “In The Wild” cards 
and place them onto the far right slot of 
the  Alliance section. This leaves four (of the five) 
 alliance  locations open at the bottom  
of your board.

3. Place the 3 –d12’s within reach and you’re ready to play!

In Solo Mode, you use Only the four Alliance 
slots between the Player Deck (Left) and the 

The Wild deck (Right).

This area (“above” the board) is “The Wild” where you 
place the four cards that will attack/affect your kingdom.

Player Deck The Wild Deck
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Solo Gameplay
Wild Realms Solo Mode is played in rounds. Each Round must follow 
in this order:

A. Draw and display 4 cards (from left to right) above your player 
board in-line with your Kingdom’s Realm slots. This area above 
the player board can be thought of as “The Wild Realm.”

B. Draw 4 cards for your hand.
C. From your hand, play Animal and Realm cards into  

your kingdom.
D. Play all “In The Wild” cards from your hand and then The Wild.
E. From The Wild, all animals attack your Kingdom. Transfer all 

Realms discovered in The Wild into your Kingdom.
F. Travel (move animals around your Kingdom) and Lock Realms
G. If the game has not ended or you have not won, begin a new 

round starting with step A.

Attacks from The Wild
If an animal “appears” in The Wild (the region above your player 
board) above a Realm slot in your kingdom, it will attack that Realm. 
If the aligned Realm slot does not hold a discovered realm with de-
fenders, the animal attacks your alliance instead.
When an animal (from The Wild) attacks your Alliance, you only use 
the Attack Roll Icon (ignore the Special Ability Text) to attack. If the 
animal’s Roll Attack Icon indicates that you “Do Not Roll,” simply add 
the animal anywhere you like in your Kingdom—as Realm defender 
or Alliance member.
Any successful attack upon your alliance (a matching strike value 
from the rolled dice with an animal in your alliance) must discard the 
attacking animal from The Wild and the attacked animal from your 
alliance. (If mulitple rolled values match strike values, only chose 1 
strike value to discard from your alliance.)
Any unsuccessful attack upon your alliance (no matching strike val-
ues between rolled dice and alliance animals) results in the attacker 
joining your Kingdom—even if that means discarding an animal from 
your Kingdom to make room.



When The Wild animal attacks your defended Realm: follow the Roll 
Attack Icon on each animal card to attack. Then follow the Special 
Ability Text at the bottom of The Wild animal card. If The Wild animal 
successfully attacks a defended Realm (with a rolled value matching 
a defending animal’s strike value), you must discard the attacking 
animal from The Wild and the “struck” animal from your Realm.
(Then, Follow the special abilities from The Wild Animal if applicable, 
otherwise only chose 1 strike value to discard) if it indicates  another 
Realm to attack, you must pick a neighboring defended Realm, 
 otherwise ignore. All growth special abilities are applied to your 
Kingdom. All Lethal or “Don’t Roll” cards apply to the realm attack.
If the Wild animal unsuccessfully attacks your defended Realm 
(meaning after the special ability still does not force you to discard 
an animal), it Must join your kingdom (even if that means discarding 
an animal to make room).

Defending your Realms
Before the wild animals attack your realms you are allowed to use 
your alliance to defend the Realms (see defending Realms in the 
Core rules). You may then use the Special Ability Text at the bottom 
of your defending animal’s card (if applicable), then Discard.
If your defense is successful against that Wild animal (meaning 
your strike value matches or the special ability indicates matching 
 conditions, the animal is discarded from the Wild along with your 
defending animal. Otherwise return to its original attack.
You may defend with as many alliance members you have available. 
(Specific Realm attack locations do not apply)

Travel and Lock
Only after all outcomes from attacks are you allowed to move 
 (travel) animals from Realms and Alliance in order to defend or 
Lock a Realm. During this phase of the game; if all cards have been 
 depleted from your draw deck 
and you are able to lock your 
4th Realm, you have won Wild 
Realms Solo Mode!
Otherwise...
Play Again. Yay!
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Thank you!
This concludes the official rules for Wild 
Realms. Thank you for taking the time to 
play our game, we hope that you had an 
enjoyable time with family and friends.

Happy Kingdom Building!
Jeremy, Chris, Xander, Nate
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